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Pseudo-compleme it a and Anti-f ilt era in aemicrix) ups

By an ordered semigroup we shall mean a set S of elements on

which is defined a closed binary associative multiplication and a partial

ordering with respect to which the multiplication is iaotorse (i.e. x y

implies zx sy and xz yz for all z< s). A sub semigroup F of

an ordered send-group is called an ant1-filter of S if x < F, y x

implies y< P, If S is an ordered abelian semigroup with zero which

is also the minimum© lenient of S under the partial ordering then an

element a of S is said to be Pseudo-complemented if there exists an

element a' of S such that aa= 0 and ax= 0 implies x <a•

Pseudo-complements ard. anti-filters in posets were studied by P.V

Venkatanarasiinhan in[/]. He showed that the set S of all ant i-filters

of a poset P with 0 forms a complete distributive lattice closed for

pseudo-complements under the set inclusion as ordering relation The

purpose of this paper is to generalise the concepts of pseudo-complements

and anti-filters of posets to ordered semigroups. We shall show that, under

certain conditions, the set of all anti-filters of ordered semigroups forms

a Noether multiplicative lattice Some interesting results on pseudo-

complements in ordered semigroups are also obtained

In[ g], Mr M. Stone showed that any anti-filter of a poset is the

intersection of all prima anti-filters containing it G-uided by this result,

Venkatanarasimhan[ /] introduced a topology for the s et of all prime anti-



filters in posets, and obtained extensions of some results of M.H. Stone[%]•

But if the poset is an ordered semigroup as wel 1, then the anti-filters cannot

always b© expressed as the intersection of multiplicative prime anti-filters

containing it. However, we chall show that in a special type of ordered

aearlgroups, nanely, the Stone semigroups, the topology established by

Venkatanarasimkan for anti-filters in posets can be transported to Stone

semigroups. The space of anti-filters of a Stone semigroups will be called

Stone space. In this pper, we shall prove that: At most 10 distinct sets

can be obtained from any subset of a Stone space by talcing the operations of

closure and complementation successively in any order. This result is a

special case of the well-known Kuratowski problem in point set topology®

Anti-filters are usually called semi-ideals in Lattice Theory, But in

ordered semigroups, this term would be easily mixed up with the usual definition

of ideals. Thus, throughou t t his paper, we shall abandon the term semi- ideal.

The reader is referred to[ 9] for definitions and terminology not defined in

this paper.

s1. Elementary properties of pseudo-complements.

Let S be an abelian ordered semigroup, S is 3aid to be residuated

if, given a, b e S, the set X of elements x e S satisfying ax= xa< b

is not empty and has a maximum element, denoted by b: a and called the

residual of b by a.

By the zero element of a semigroup S we shall mean an element 0 with

the property that Ox= xO= 0 for all x < S. It is trivial to show that



such an element is unique whenever it exists and, if S is reaiduated,

is necessarily the minimum element of S.

We shall say that the ordered semigroup S is pseudo-complemented

if S contains a zero element 0 and the residuals 0: a, as defined

above exist f or all a e S« The element 0; a is usually denoted by

and is called the ps eu do- c omple me nt; of a• Throughout this section

we shall assume that all ordered semigroups are pseudo-complemented.

It is well-knairn that in a pseudo-complemented poset P, the pseudo-

complements have the following properties;

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

for every

implie s that for

for every

has the greatest element 1 such that

See Venkatanarasimhan[9]

Similar results also hold in residuated semigroups

Theorem 1.l Let S be a pseudo-complemented semigroup with zero

which is the least element in s .then

(i)

(ii)



(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

for every a

has a maximum element, namely

for all

Proof: The proofs of can be found in[ 9] We only

prove (vii)

As then and so, by the isotone

property of ordered semigroups, we have irience

We state some special properties of the pseudo-complemented semigroups

whose elements are idenpotento

Lemma 1,2 If every element of the p seudo-complemented semigroup is

idempotent, then

Proof: by Theorem

Lemna 1.3 With the same hypothesis as above, then

and

Proof: Since we have

whence for all Then, by

the isotone multiplication and the i dempotency of elements, we have



New let

If we can show that then it follows that

The proof will be by induction on n„ Assume the result holds for

Since we have
Moreover, for

any and so therefore

The inequalities (l) and (2) together imply that

whence and so

On the other hand and therefore

By indueation hypothesis, we have

Conseque ntlv

The proof is completed

Any two distinct element a, b of the ordered semigroup 3 is said to

be equivalent if a1— b, that is, a b if and only if a= b 0 Clearly

~ is an equivalence relation.

S
Theorem With the equivalence relation defined above,is a

S
semigroup. If every element of S is idempotent, then is an ordered

semigroup which preserves the partial ordering of 3 under the natural

homomorphism. The kernel of the homomorphism is the set



Proof: Suppose that Then for any given element

we shall show that Consider Let p

then axp and so xp Whence

and herce Similarly we can obtain by interchanging

a and Thus that is„ rn other words.

Ye have showed that for all Hence, the equivalence

relation is compatible with respect to the semigroup multiplication.

is a semigroup,

If are two equivalent classes of S with respect to the

equivalence relation then we define if and only if

Ye shall show that the above defined relations for elements

is a partial orderirg. Suppose and is an arbitrary

element in Then and so by lemma 1.3

This shows that that is

Hence is indeed an ordered semigroup

By theorem 1,1 (ii), implies that and so

Consequently the homomoip hism from onto is an order preserving

mapping. The set is clearly the kernel of the homomorphism

The proof is c ompleted.

Remark: A generalized result in topological semigroups was obtained by

K,P, SHUM[7] The reader is referred to[ 7]. Ye now define a lattice

structure on the ordered semigroup



Lemma 1.5 If the p seudo-complemented semigroup s is idempoterit,

s

(that is, each element of S is an idempotent), then s is pseudo-complemented,

S
and each element of s is an idenipotent,

Proof: Let x be any element of 3. Then

then and so by lemma 1.3

Apply Theorem 1,1 (vi), we have

and consequently, This implies thai

and so Thus is the pseudo-complent of

Hereafter, we shall call the idempotent pseudo-complemented ordered semigroup

the Boolean semigroup

Lemma 1.6 Let S be a Boolean semigroup. For any

define Then is the 1 east upper bound

for and under the partial ordering

S
Procf: By lemma lo5, each element of S has a pa eudo-complement in

Therefore by Theorem 1.1 (vii), we have

Similarly, To prove that

the least upper bound for and we 1et such that

and Thus By the isotons

multiplication, we have Since

which implies But

for The refore Our prrof is completed



Lamina 17 Let be a Boolean semigroup. For any

define then is the greatest lower bound

for and

Proofs Because for all than by virtue of

The orem 1.1 (vii) we have

and similarly

To prcwe that is the greatest lower bound for and we

let such that and By the isotone multiplication

and idempotency, we have which proves

that is indeed the greatest lower bound foi and

The ore in 1.8 Let S be a pseudo- complemented semigroup whoso elements

are idempotent, then is a complemented lattice with

and

Proof: We need only to show that has the greatest ekenant and

least element, and for every there exists a complement for

The element is the least element in because 0° is the

greatest element in Ls the greatest element in since

by lemma. and is the least element in S For any

we have



Therefore is the complement of in

Remark: The above theorem is inspired by the work of V. G-livenko

(see. Birkhoff

Recall the following well-known result of G-. Birkhoff([ i] p.!?!)•

If every a in a lattice L has a unique complement a9, and. if a— a9

is a dual automorphism. then L is a Boolean algebra®

By using the above result we obtain the following theo rem

Theorem 1.9 If S is a p seudo-complemented semigroup whose elements

are ideixpotent ther forms a Boolean algebra in whicl

Proof: Suppose is a complement we show that

Since we have But

bv Theorer a nd sc That is; and hence

On the other hand That me ana

and so Henc'

Consequent!,

To prove that the map is a duel automorphism o1 we

need to show that

The first equality is trivial. The second equality is obtained

as f ollows:

The third equality is obtained dually from the second equality.



3

Thus— is a Boolean algebra In closing this section, we give an example

illustrates that the zero element of a pseudo-complemented semigroup S

need not be the minimum element of S under the partial ordering.

Example 1.1O Let S be the s et{!| n= 1,2,3,... j u {o} u {-n| n= 1,2...}.

For all elements in the interval [0, l], the multiplication o is defined to

b® the usual multiplication For elements x and y in the interval[ 0],

the multiplication o is defined to be xoy= -xy• If x e [o, l], y e [-«a,0],

define xoy= 0• With this multiplication o, (S,°) isa semigroup The

partial ordering of S is the usual partial ordering in the number system It

can be verified 1ha t th e mult ipli cat ion is isotons aid non-idempo tent• Moreover,

the ordered semigroup S is pseudo-oonip lamented. In fact, for each x e [o, l],

we have x— 0, and for each x e (-00, 0), x= 1 Obviously, the zero

element of S is not the minimum element in S»

In the above example, the minimum element of S does not 020. st®

Throughout this paper, the ordered semigroups 3 to be studied will be

semigroups with zero element which is also the minimum element of S 0

§2 Anti-filters in ordered semigroups

Anti-filters of posets were studied by RP. Dilworth[ 3] PV

Venkatanarasimhan[], P.J. McCarthy[ 6], K.P Bogart[ 2 3 end

M.F. Janowitz[]• In this section, we shall study anti-filters on ordered

semigroups. Several results obtained by Venkatanarasimhan and Janowitz on pa sets



Definition 2.1 A non-empty subset A of a poeet P is called an

anti-filter of P if a implies

The principal anti-filter generated by an element a e P is denoted

by which is the set The principal anti-filter

generated by a subset A of P is similarly defined and is denoted by (a]

The following theorem on the anti-filters of posets is well-known.

Theorem 2«2 (See Venkatanarasimhan[ c(] p.339 Theorem A). The set

of all anti-filters of a poset S with Q, forms a couplete distributive

lattice closed for p ssudo-compl ennnts under set imlusion ao ordering relation.

The lattice join and lattice meet in S coincide with the set union and set

intersection. This theorem is stated in the paper of Yenkatanarasimhai[]

without proof. For the sate of compl ©teness, we produce a proof here.

Proof: Let A. be anti-filters of the po set S. Suppose

such that then for some Since A is an anti-filter,O y

so which implies that Therefore is an anti-filter

of To prove that ia an anti-filter of S. we let a such

that then and for all Since is an anti-

filter, so for all i.Thus and is an anti-filter

of S.

To show that S is closed f or p seudo-complements. Let A be an

are extend to ordered semigroups.



anti-filter of S and. let be the set either

for some Write CI early is an

anti-filter of S and Moreover, if B is another

anti-filter of S such thai then we claim that B

For otherwise, we can find an element such that either

or for sora® Suppose that t ten a nd so

whinh onnt. radicts to Likewise, we

can prove that is impossible. Thus is ind eed the p seudo-complement

of A« Hence, the set of all anti-filters of S is closed for pseudo-

coraplenBnt s®

Corollary Bet 3 be the set of all anti-filters of a poset S with

then f or sons®

Proof: Since is closed for p seudo-complement, for every

Clearly is an isotone function from into

Apply the well-known fixed point theorem of lattices (See G- Birkhoff[|]

p. 54), the result follows®

If the poset 3 is also a ordered semigroup, then th© set S of all

anti-filters of S is not only a pseudo-compleizent ed complete distributive

lattice but also a multiplicative lattice, Moreover, if S has an identity

element 1 which is also the greatest element of S, then 8 is an integral
H

multipli cative lattice®

Definition 2® 5 (ft. Birkhoff[ j] p. 200) By a multiplicative lattice,



we mean a lattice L mth a binary multiplication satisfying

and for all

A zero of a multiplic ative lattice L i3 an element 0 satisfying

A unity of L is an element e satisfying

Theorem 2.4 Let S be an ordered semigroup with 0• Then the set

of all anti-filters of S is a pseudo-completed complete multiplicative

latt ice.

Proofs In Theorem 2.ls we have already showed that the set S is a

pseudo-complemented complete lattice under set-inclusion as ordering relation®

The lattice join and lattice meet in are the set union and set intersection.

To prove that is a multiplicative lattice, we only need to show that there

is a multiplicative defined on which is distributive over the union of

anti-filters of S For this purpose, we define the product AB of two

anti-filters as the smallest anti-filter containing all products ab where

Then for any ne immediately have

On the other hand, let then

or ac for some Thus Hence the

result.

Definition 2.5 A lattice L is called an M-lattice if it satisfies

the following condition: then there exists an



els merit c c L such that a= be (See P.J® McCarthy[ f])

Follow from the above definition, we call an ordered semigroup S an

M-semigroup if for all a, b c S, a£ b there is an element c c S such

that a= be«

Clearly, if the lattice of anti-filters of an ordered semigroup S is

am M-l attice under set union and intersection, then S must be an M-semigroup

However, the converse is not true

The following example illustrates that the lattice S t of an M-semigroup

is not necessarily an M-lattice

Example 26 Let be the soiligroup of positive integers and zero

with usual multi plic ation® For all elements a, b e Z+, define a$ b if

and only if b| a (that is, b divides a)® Then( 2 P$) is an

M-ordered semigroup© The principal anti-filter (m] is the set which consists

of all multiples of m The sets (6] u (35], (3] u (7] are ob viou al y

anti-filters of S« Clearly, (6] u (35] C (3] u(?]. If S( is an

M-lattice, then there exists an anti-filters A of S sueh that

(6] u (35]= A•[ (3] u(?]]= A• (3] u A.(?]® Thus 6$ a® 3 for some

a e A. This implies that a must equal to 2» For if a= 1, then

A. [(3] u (7]] 2 (3] u (7] (6] u (35]. But a. 7= 2. 7= 14 f A.(7]

axd. 14 (6] u (35], This contradicts to (6] u (35]= A. (3] u A. (7]•

Thus such anti-filter A of 3 does not exist® S is not an M-lattice®

Definition 2P6 Let L be a lattice® An element M of L is said to

be Dilworth meet Principal if (A a B: M)M= AM a B, for all elements

A, B c L•



An element M of L is said to be Dilworth join Principal if

(A v BM): M =(A: m)v B, for all elements A, B L,

An element M of L is said to be Dilworth Principal if it is

both meet and join principal.

(See R.P. Dilworth[ 3 ] p.48l).

Dilworth principal elements in lattice theory were studied by Jnowitz[]

and McCarthy[ 6]. We shall here snplify their results to ordered semigroups®

We discover that the Dilworth principal elements are closely related to the

properties cf ordered semigroups.

Definitl on 2.7 An element a of an ordered sanigroup S is called a

negative element if ax a and xa a for all elements x e 3 An ordered

semigroup S is called a negatively ordered semigroup if all of its elements

are negative.

The multiplicative semigroup Z of all non-negative elements is trivially

a negatively ordered semigroup if a b means b| a 0

The following is another example of negatively ordered semigroup.

Example 2.8 Let 5 be the set of all order-preserving mappings of a

poset T with 0 into itself® Define f g (f, g r S) if and only if

f(x) g(x) for all x f T, Let H be the subset of S which consists of

all retract mappings h such that h(x) x for all x < T.0 The

multiplication is the composition of mappings.

(i) If f j g f H, then gf(x)— g[f(x)]$ f(x) 5$ x for all x c T.

Hence gf H and H is a semigroun.



(ii) Since g is an order-pre serving mapping and we have

for all Therefore Similarly

Hence H is negatively ordered,

Theorem 29 Let S be a negatively ordered semigroup and S be

the lattice of anti-filters of S Then the following conditions are equivalent,

(i) S is an M-semigroup

(ii) For every principal anti-filte of satisfies t he

equality where B is an arbitrary elemerit of

Pro of: Since S is a negatively ordered semigroups so

Thus For the converse containment,

1st The n for soma element As is an

M-semigroup, we have for some element We shall show

th at Fo r th i s purp os e, 1 et then

Th i s imp 1 ie s t ha As is the largest element X satisfying

thus Now, since so for

is an anti-filter of S„ Therefore

Let a, b be elements of the ordered semigroup S©

Assume tha' Then and so

Thus

that

for some elements and It then follows

Henc e for some This proves that

S is an M- 3 emi gro up

Remark The reader should note that the lattice 3 of anti-filters of

an M-semigroup is not necessarily an M-lattice. Thus, Theorem 2.9 amplifies the



result of M.F. Janowitz f lf} Theorem 1, p.653].

Theorem 2.10 Let S be a negatively ordered M-semi group with 0 and

S be the lattice of anti-filters of S® Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i) S is a cancellative semigroup

(ii) For every principal anti-filter Ojl O satisf is s the

equ ality

Proof: Frivially, we have A1 so,

since we have Therefore

For the converse containment, let

Then ba for some Beeau se

S is an M-semigroup, tliere exists an element such that

If

If

then by the cancellation property of w e have

then and Therefore, in any case,

we have

Suppo S3 holds in 3 o Then

w© have

Similarly, Therefore, by assumption, we have

Since imp11es tha t

is the greatest element in the s et

is the greatest element in the set

Similarly,

'her ef ore

and the proof is completed.

By Theorem 2.9, Theorem 2.10 and K.P. Bogart' s Theorem 1

we have the following theorem:



Theorem 2® 11 Let S be a negatively ordered semigroup with 0. Then

every principal anti-filter of S is a Dilworth principal element in 3„

if and only if S is a canceliative M-semigroup

At this point, it is natural to ask when the Dilworth principal element

would coincide with the principal anti-filter® In order to answer this question,

the followinsf lemma is needed®

Lemma 212 Let S be an M-semigroup and S be the lattice of anti-

filters of S• Then holds for all and

for every Dilworth principal element

Proof: The proof can be obtained verbatim from M.F Janowits[ If• p®65!

Theorem 3] and hence omitted®

We now answer the question mentioned above®

Theorem 2® 13 Let 3 be a negatively ordered M- semigroup with identity®

Tins n every Dilworth principal element in the lattice S, the lattice of anti-

filters of S, is the principal anti-filter (a] of 3®

Proof; Since S is negatively ordered M-semigroup wi th identity, then

it is trivial to see that S is the identity and the greatest element in the

mill+.•? -nl In +~h t n a Tf for some then

we have for some That is

Now, let M be an arbitrary Dilworth principal element of 3 s then

Bv lemma 2-12. we have By the

above flrmi ttv=» rrh. we nmrrmrl i n+.e! v Vi mA for some It then



follows that M a (a].0

A commutative ring R is said to be an ordered ring if R ia an ordered

semigroup under multiplication. Let R be a negatively M-ordered commutative

ring with identity, then it is trivial to see that every ideal of R is an

anti-filter of R, and every principal ideal (a) of R is a principal

anti-filter (a] of R and vice versa

Thus, when viewed in the content of ring theory, Theo rem 215 can b@

translated to the foil owing%

Theorem 214 Let R be a negatively f1- ordered integral dmin with 1 met Ltfl) fee

the set of ideals of R, then the followings are equivalent:

(i) Every element of L(R) i s Dilworth principal dement in S 0

(ii) R is an principal ideal domain.

S3® Prime anti-filters

In this section, we shall introduce a topology for the prime anti-filters

of Stone semigroups The topological concepts used in this paper can bo found

in P.V. Venkatanarasimhan[9].

Definition 51 Let S be an negatively ordered semigroup with identity,

A proper anti-filter.. P of S is called a prime anti-filter of S if

In this section ,we shell introduce a topology for prome anti-filtera

The following is an analogy of prime ideals in semigroups•

Theorem 3.2 Let P be prime anti-filter of an negatively ordered

semigroup S with identity. Then P is a prime anti-filter if and only if



for any anti-filter and of S implies that either

Corollary If a prime anti-filter P contains the product of a finite

number of anti-filters s then it contains at least one of them.

Definition 5.5 Let S be an negatively ordered semigroup with

identity. An anti-filter A of S is called a dense anti-filter of S

if A, the pseudo-complement of A is the zero anti-filter, that is

An anti-filter A of S is called a noraal anti-filter of S if

(See Venkatanarasimhan[[9]).

The follow! rg results concerning prime anti-filters in posets can be

translated almost verbatim to negatively ordered semigroups with identity.

Theorem 5.4 (P.V. Venkatanarasimhan[ f]) Let S be an negative!;

(i) Sjl} is the maximal anti-filter? and it is a prime anti-filter,

(ii) A prime anti-filter of S is either normal or dense.

(ill) The set-union of any family of prime ant i-f i It ers of 5 is a prime

anti filter.

(iv) The set-intersection of any lower-directed f amily of the prims

anti-filters is a prime anti-filter.

Let be the set of all prime anti-filters of an negative ordered

semigroup S with identity. The set of all prime anti-filters containing



a given anti-filter A of 3 is denoted by F(a)« The set theoretical

complement of F(a) in is denoted by F(a)® Then3 mimic to

Venkatanarasimhan[], we obtain the following theorems for negatively

rirri»« fimi irrrimra.

Theorem 35 (cf. Venkatanarasimhan[], Theorem 193 p®344)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Theorem 3«6 (cfo Venkatanarasimkan[], Theorem 20)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Equipped with theorem 3®53 we can introduce a (unique) topology

on whose closed subsets are precisely the sat

The followi rg theorems are true for the topological space

Theorem 3®7 (Venkatanarasicakan[])

If X is a subset of the spac then tha closure of

is the set whe re i3 the intersection of all the members of



(ii) The space is a To -space,

(iii) The space fP is a T -space if a nd only if the ordered semiarouo

S is the chain of two elements

(iv) Thespaceis compactandnon-regular.

Proofs The proofs mimic to Venkatanarasimkan[9] and hence omitted.

Tne topology theory of anti—filters on nosets developed bv VenkAtflm«r,AA-fmVari

[ 7] depends upon the following theorem of M.H. Stone [8]

Theorem 58 (M.H. Store) (i) Given an anti-filter A of a poset I

and b A (b f P), among all the anti-filters containing A and not containing

b, there exists a maximal one9 and it is prime

(ii) Any anti-filter of a poset is the intersection of all the crime

anti-f ilt ers containing it.

By using the above result. P.V. Venkatanarasimkan successivelv show

that the topological space is connected and non-Hausdorffa

However ,as multiplication is involved Theorem 3.8 is not camerally true

for ordftrfid S A mi rr m 1 nt. HPha f nil At«n no. 4 CI o. AAirnt AV orn-nl A

Example 3.9 Let S= 1o, 1, a. b. c? with multiplication table as follows

1 0 a h c

1 1 0 a b c

0 0 0 0 0 0

a a 0 o 0 0

b b 0 0 0 0

c c 0 0 0 0



The Hasse diagram of S is:

Figure 1

Then it is easy to check that is a negatively ordered

semigroup. Since the prime .anti-filters of S must

contain either Similarly the prime anti-

filters of S must contain either Thus the prime anti-filters

of S are the seta and However.,

the anti-filter (b] cannot be expressed as th© intersection of prime anti-

filters of S• Thus, Store 13 Theorem does not hold in ordered semigroups®

In order to develop a topology theory for ordered semigroup parallel to

those established by Venkatanarasimkan[7], we need the following definition

Definition 510 A negatively ordered semigroup S is called a Store

semigroupj if for any there exists such that-

for all positive integers k 1 In other words, a negatively ordered

semigroup S is a Stone semigroup if for any cyclic sub semigroup

of S, the filter generated by this subs emigre up is not the whole of S 0

The semigroup of all non-negative integers with usual multiplication

is a St0ne semigroup if the partial ordering is defined as

if and only if For let n and let p be a prime number which



is not a prime factor of n, then we would have for all integers

Let R be a Boolean ring We define an order relation on R by the

rule

It is easy to show that this is indeed a negatively

part5a 1 order relation, and R is a non-cancellative Stor-semigroup

The Stone theorem (of- Theorem 5«8) for Stone semigroup is as follows?

Theorem Let S be a Stone semigroup Then for any non-zero

element b of S, there exists a prima anti-filter P of S which doss

not contain b-

Proof? Let C be the set consisting of all elements x of S such

that for all integers

In order to prove that C is an anti-filter of S, we let

If for some integer tire n which contradicts to the

choice of Hence for all This means th at

and C is an anti-filter,,

Now, let then we have Assume that

and Then and for some integer

Conseque ritly, This contradicts to Therefore

eithe r and so either Thus,

prime anti-filter of S• Clearly Our proof is complete do

By using Theorem 3,11, we can establish the fallowing theorem which



enlarges the result of V.K, Balachandran (See Venkatanarasimkn[ 9]) from

posets to ordered semigroups.

Theorem 512 (of. Vankatanarasimkan [9 ] Theorem 17, .p343) .

Let S be a Stone semigroup and A be an anti-filter of S.Then the

pseudo-complement of A is the intersection of all the prime anti-filters

not containing A

Procf: Let B be the intersection of all the prime anti-filters B
i

not containing and B does not contain A, we must

have and c orise que nbly Suppose if possible that

;hen there exists an element such that: We claim that

there is sone element su ch tha t For if not, then

we shall h av for all This implies that

and so a contradiction Our claim is therefore

established. Now applying Theorem 3.12, we can find a prime anti -filter C

of S such that Clearly both i and are not

contained in Cs and so both the anti-filters A and B are not contained

in C. But B is the intersection of all prime anti-filters not containing

A, so B must be contained in C , a contradiction again© Therefore, we

have to conclude that Our proof is completed.

The following results which were established by P.V© Venkatanarasimkan

[9] can now be transported to Stone semigroup.

Theorem 5.15 Let S be a Stone semigroup and A be an anti-filter

of S. Let J denote the stone space cf prime anti-filters of S. Then the



following statements are valid:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

The closure of the F'(a) is the set

The interior of the set F(a) is the set

A closed subset F(a) of the space lias empty interior if and

only if A is a dense anti-filter of S.

An open subset F (a) of the space is dense if and only if

A is a dense ant i« filter of I

The space is connected

The isolated point of is a normal anti-filter of 8. Conversely

a noma! and completely meet-irreducible prime anti-filter of S is

an isolated point o: (We call an anti-filter A to be

completely meet-irreducible, if A is not the intersection of any

family of anti-filters which does not contain A as a member.)

Proofs The proofs of can 'be found in Venkatanarasimhan[ y]

and hence omitted. We only prove

Suppose that A is an isolated point of Then

where 3 is the intersection of all the prime an ti-f liters

of S other than A, by Theorem 3®7(i)® Hence for otherwise we

would have j and st: which contradicts to By

The open we have Also by Theorem 3.11

and the choice of B, w© know that and si

dense, then and This is a contradiction with So

A is not dense. Therefore A is nornal

Conversely, suppose A is a normal and completely meet-irreducible primo

anti-f il ter. The n and so Let be the intersection of



all the prime anti-filters strictly containing A and let B be the

intersection of all the prime anti-filte rs other than A. Since

and must be contained in the maximal anti-filter so

As is a prime anti-filter strictly containing A, the

existence of is assured. Since A is completely met~irreducible, we

have Since A is prima, it then follows that By the

negative order and Theorem 3«l2, we have whe nee

But this implies that Therefore A is an isolated point,,

Kuratowski problem on Stone space

K. Kuratowski[ r] has shown that at most 14 distinct sets can be

constructed from a subset of a topological space by successive applications

in any order of the closure and the complement operations. Let us call the

above sets the relatives of A• In this section we shall consider the

Kuratowski problem on Stone space. We shall prove that at most 10 distinct

relatives can b© obtained from a subset of the Stone space„

We shall use the following concepts;

Let A be a subset of a topological space T« A is the topological

closure of A in T. A° is the interior of the set A in T• It is

well-known that where Af is the set theoretical complement of

in

By theorem 3.7 and theorem 3.13, we have the following:



Theorem 4.1 Let be a Stone jpace (that is the space of prime anti-

fliters of a Stone semigroup). If is a subset of the space

than the following equalities hold;

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

where B is the intersection of all element s of

(v)

(vi)

Proof: Equality (i) follows from Theorem 3.7(i) Equality (ii) follows

from Theorem 3«,l3(ii)« Equality (iii) follows from Theorem 3.1.3[1].Equality (v)

follows from Theorem 3.13[1] Equality (vi) follows from The or em 3.13(ii)

Theorem 4.2 Let be a subset of a finite Stone space If

B is the intersection of all elements of and is the

intersection of all elements of then

(i)

(ii)

Proof: From Theorem 3.12, where are prime anti-fill ters



of S which does not contain B. As B is the intersection of all elements

of so each cannot belong to Hence is

an eleias nt of the set The ref ore,

By the properties of pseudo-complements, we have and so

so by lemma

Thus, in order to prove the converse containment, we only need to prove

for all and Sine e then, we would have

and so for all Heme, it

follows that that is.

Sine and are prime anti-filters for all anc By

Theorem we knoe that and are either dense or normalo

If is dense, then we have If is dense,

then we have and hence

If both and are noimal, then from the facts that

and we obtain the following four

casess or at the same tin or

Notice that the case fc and is impossible as

For the other cases, we have as required. The proof is



completed.

In view of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we obtain the following version

of the Kuratowski's problem on Store space

Theorem 4.5 Let be the finite Stone space. Then at moat 1C

distinct relatives can be obtained from a subset of by successive

applications in any order of the closire and Hie complonert operation

Proofs We have in fact proved tha-

Dually, let be the set theoretical complement of the set then

The following lattice diagram is drawn to illustrate the inclusion

ai tua .tiona

Figure 2

In closing this paper, we construct an example of Stone space with

a subset which possesses exactly 10 distinct relatives.



Example 4»4 Let S be a poset with the following Hasse diagrams

Fi gjire 3

If the multiplication on 3 is defined to b© the gr-aatest lower bound

(that is. then S can be easily verified to be a Stone

semicrouT) with sero «nrl idnt.i+.v-

Observe the following facts:

The prime anti-filters containing must contain or

the prime anti-filters containing must contain or

prime anti-filters containing has three different forms it contains

it contains n v 1+. n on +.a i nn since

More over, since belongs to all

prime anti-filters and thus all prime anti-

filters must contain either | or and 01

In view of the above facts, we find the set of all prime snti-filters

Of S PL ft follows?



Now let= (82] u( Ag= (a.,] u (bg], Ag= (b] and

l©t (A,, f Aqj Ar?]

Cleanly is a subset of J Then

()$ i~~~ 1 A- 9 Aq Ag]

(ii) 0}— F( fl A)— F'(b]— (fig] u (bg]s (ap] u (bj„ (a]9

(a] u (bgjj, (g] u (b], (a] u (b]f (a] u (bgj$(]

JLg$ (b J u (a j 9 Jig 5

(iii) Q°= £q)~°~= F(bg]« Kag] u (bg]» (ag] u (b]r (ag] u 0g],

(aJ u (b], (a] u (bg], (b] u (a], (b] u (ai], Ag, Ao]

(iv) W-°~°-° -Pag]- Kb] u (a1], Ag, AgJ

(v) t$°= Ff[ (a] u (c,]}= [Ag, ilgl•

!

On the other hard, let Jri= j-j f„ Then wa hav

rfj t
(-0 vv'™[ (oj, (an] u (br?j, (s.'z]? u (bJJ, (a39 (a] u (b™!«

(WU(1, (b] u (a-], (b] u (ag] (bj u (a] J

(ii)' J?= F( riA.I Aj r tCv')- F[(a] u (c]]= £U[i!

(iii)' (3°= 'dD~°~= F[( fl A.)]= P[ 1 (a,] u (c..] I®41]= ?(ag]=

Uj_» (®2' u (b3]» (a3]» (agl u (hg] (ag3 u (b3.

(a], (a] u (bg], (ag] u (b]a (a] u (b] J

(iv)' jB°= 3°~°='[( fl Aj)]= ?'(b j= i(a2], (a8] u (b], (aR], (a)J



where B is the intersection of all eleajenta of

Henc 0

Thins exactly 10 distinct relatives of can be found in
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